How to

Merchandise
Your Website
The Right Way
Why It Is More Important Than Ever To
Ensure Consumers Are Able To Shop Your
Ecommerce Site With Ease In Order To
Keep Up With The Competition

Introduction
We, at avb marketing, remain committed to assisting

for website merchandising tasks to avb marketing.

our family of dealers however possible. As a result, we

We hope that this new initiative proves integral to

feel it necessary to notify them about new strategies

increasing and maintaining the relevance of each

and offerings that may assist them in increasing

dealer’s website, since the services will be provided

revenue and growing their business.

rather than just recommended.

In order to find these best practices, avb marketing
examined how our dealers merchandise their
individual stores and websites. After we compiled
the data, we then identified areas where they might
adopt new measures in order to keep pace with
our competition. Our findings indicate that the
majority of our dealers do not merchandise their
websites effectively. We also found that, although
half of our dealers have access to the BrandSource
platform and its merchandising tools, less than

10%

<

of our dealers who have access to the BrandSource
platform and tools are utilizing them

10% are utilizing them. Due to the long hours they
devote to sales, deliveries, and repairs, our dealers
just do not have the time to devote to their website’s

We strongly recommend the suggestions outlined

ongoing maintenance and functionality. Once we

in this paper as well as the adoption of a specific

reached these conclusions, we mapped out a series

LINQ4U product package. We also urge that both

of recommendations and tools that will allow each

be supplemented by the daily maintenance of social

of our dealers to merchandise their products more

media

effectively through an advanced, highly functional

posting on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, to keep

website that is tailored for their individual needs.

customers informed about new products and sales, is

applications

on

all

websites.

Consistent

essential to a successful merchandising program. The

1

What avb marketing proposes for its dealers is no less

introduction of a smartphone app for each company’s

than an e-commerce merchandising call-to-arms.

customer base is also highly recommended. It is our

In addition to a series of recommendations, we are

hope that you consider the new realities affecting the

also introducing the LINQ4U program. Although the

marketplace and the solutions outlined in this report,

dealer’s close cooperation would remain essential,

and contact avb marketing to discuss which offerings

LINQ4U would essentially shift the responsibility

best suit your needs.
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What is E-Commerce
Merchandising?
Is it the price displayed on a product? Is it the stylized banner on
the homepage that tells the consumer how much of a discount
they might receive? Is it the various images of a loveseat used

“The area of merchandising
could include the layout of

on the product description page (PDP)? In a word, yes.

the website, the pictures you

Merchandising an e-commerce website isn’t as straight

use and the features you

forward as setting a price rule for your product and forgetting
about it; however, if you know what the consumer is looking
for, it’s also not complex to manage.

choose to highlight.”
—Luke Arthur

Think about an e-commerce site as a virtual showroom floor,
where you meticulously manage the price tags, promotional
signage, and product layout that the consumer will walk
through. In an article published on smallbusiness.chron.com
entitled “What is Web Merchandising,” Luke Arthur provides
a succinct description of what web merchandising is and why
it is so critical.
“In the retail world, merchandising is a major part of the
success of businesses. How the product is displayed and
shown to the customer has an impact on sales. In the online
world, the way products and goods are displayed is just as
important. Web merchandising deals with the way a product
is laid out on your website. The area of merchandising could
include the layout of the website, the pictures you use and the
features you choose to highlight.”
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87%
of shoppers begin their product
search on digital channels

WHY E-COMMERCE MERCHANDISING IS
SO IMPORTANT?
Due to the ever-growing dominance of e-commerce, it is our
contention at avb marketing that retailers should be putting
just as much time into merchandising their website as they
do their sales floor. This stark reality is due to the fact that the
modern consumer makes a large portion of their purchases
from a computer or smart phone. Figures demonstrate that
this retail fact of life shows no signs of stopping. According
to an article in eMarketer entitled “The Future of Retail 2019:
Top 10 Trends That Will Shape Retail in the Year Ahead,”
author Andrew Lipsman writes, “Ecommerce sales saw a
15.1% increase from 2018 to 2019; of that, smartphone
sales increased 37.9%.”It is also worth noting that even if
the customer does not make the purchase online, the origin
of the search does. In a 2019 study from Publicis Sapient
and Salesforce, it was reported that 87% of shoppers
begin their product search on digital channels, even when
they plan to buy in-store. This means you need to first target
the consumer where they are: online.
“You have to embrace the idea that your dot-com and your brickand-mortar are one in the same. The consumer doesn’t want to
feel like there’s a consequence to buying in-store vs. online.”
—John White, Chief Marketing Officer; AVB Marketing
Independent retailers in the BrandSource fold have
remained competitive despite considerable pressure
from box store giants, Lowe’s and The Home Depot. In
order to combat the enormous financial and marketing
advantage these companies possess, BrandSource dealers
must be proactive in keeping their websites as updated
and user friendly as possible. Dealers must employ the
latest in website merchandising tactics to enable potential
customers to arrive, and most importantly, remain on their
website. Uninspired website design, excessive wordiness
in descriptions, and outdated or inefficient searching
mechanisms with products listed alphabetically, will often
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result in the customer leaving the website. It is also well
documented that online shoppers are easily frustrated with
having to scroll down a long list of products to find what
they are looking for.
In order to combat these problems, dealers must be ready
with solutions to make searching easier. Online displays
for “suggested products,” “related products,” “best-selling
products,” and “buyers also bought” are absolutely essential.
Opportunities for discounts must also be at the top of the
page where they can be easily seen. Ranking and product
reviews are also very important. If such conveniences are
not available, the customer will find a site that offers them.
Due to these website pitfalls, dealers must strive to keep
their pages up-to-date and easy to navigate.
“In the current marketplace, the customer experience is just
as relevant and vital as the actual product.”
—Chad Evans, General Manager-Merchandising; AVB Marketing
“Retailers merchandise their storefront but not their websites.
The website is the customer’s first impression of the business
and many websites just don’t have the functionality.”
—Brian Wattier, Vice President; AVB Marketing
BrandSource members face a formidable obstacle in
keeping its members’ websites uniformly relevant. Unlike
the websites for behemoths like Lowe’s or The Home Depot,
each BrandSource dealer’s website is unique. Their product
offerings, prices, specials, delivery charges, and store
setups all differ. One store’s website may be cutting edge
and sophisticated while another store’s online presence may
be antiquated. BrandSource’s challenge is to have each
dealer’s website be specifically tailored to fit the offerings of
that particular store. It is also our hope that each store’s site
be the equal of their box store rivals, but at half the price.
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80%
say the experience a company
provides is as important as its
products and services

64%
of customers say providing an
excellent customer experience
strengthens their loyalty

3.7x
Customers are 3.7x more likely to view
seamless transitions between channels
(e.g., online to in-store) as important
versus unimportant

Data points from State of the
Connected Consumer, 2019;
published by Salesforce.

WHY IT IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER TO
ENSURE CONSUMERS ARE ABLE TO SHOP YOUR
WEBSITE WITH EASE?
We are in the midst of the Fourth Industrial Revolution according
to Professor Klauss Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman of
the World Economic Forum; but what does that mean? It means
the days of old are dying out, and businesses must adapt to the
technological advances of the present and future. The majority
of purchase journeys now start online. Print advertising and TV
advertising to a degree are becoming increasingly obsolete.
The popularity and growth of social media is pervasive and
independent retailers must adapt accordingly.
Technologies like Artificial Intelligence (AI), Chatbots and the
Internet of Things (IoT) are going to make consumers even
more dependent on technology to make life as easy as possible.
If your website doesn’t keep up with the trends, you’ll fall to the
wayside and they’ll move on to one that does.
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HOW TO MERCHANDISE YOUR
WEBSITE THE RIGHT WAY

5

1

Set Competitive Pricing

2

Identify Your Floor Models

You have the option to be as competitive as you’d like against the
Big Box stores by setting your pricing to MAP, MAP-10%, PMAP, or
PMAP-10%. If you’re able to stay competitive, consumers won’t be
able to tell you they shopped elsewhere because the price was better.

Let the consumer know which products online are also available
in-store by identifying the SKUs as floor models. This way, the
consumer knows exactly what they can expect to find when they
walk onto your showroom floor.

3

Apply Featured Products

4

Create Special Catalogs

5

Flag Your Products

Highlight products that are top sellers for your store. If you have
a handful of products that shoppers seem to love, put them front
and center on your website as shoppable featured products.

Do you sell Scratch & Dent products? What about clearance models you want to move quickly? Create those special
catalogs on your website where you can direct consumers for
either a more affordable option, or a fast and easy delivery.

Make sure it’s clear to your consumer if there are rebates available on specific models, extended warranties, or even special
product features they might not know about at first glance. Anything that makes it easier or more convenient for the consumer to
shop is always helpful.
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HOW AVB MARKETING CAN HELP
WITH AN EFFECTIVE ECOMMERCE
MERCHANDISING STRATEGY?

CONCLUSION

In addition to the six recommendations outlined above,
we have created a new service called LINQ4U, which we
are offering to all avb marketing members. This service
gives retailers multiple options to stay ahead of the curve
when it comes to merchandising your website. By using
this application, customers can view virtual aisles of
products and their various models on the website in very
much the same manner they can view the physical aisles.
Warranties, bundling, lists of models on display, and most
importantly, pricing can be updated automatically through
the LINQ4U service. This automated feature will not only
keep websites current but also lift the merchandising
burden off the dealer. This is not to say that avb seeks to
perform all the merchandising tasks on its own. In order
for our recommendation and the LINQ4U service to work,
consistent interaction with the dealer or a store liaison is
absolutely necessary.
In the new marketplace, where the purchasing journey
starts online, avb marketing is a willing partner to its family
of independent dealers. As the retail landscape changes,
we must to change with it, while providing as many solutions
as we can. Since our members wear many hats, it is our duty
to assist them. Reach out today and let’s talk about which
strategies and offerings will work best for your business.

Reach out today
and let’s talk
about what works
for your business.
CONTACT US: 916-407-5165
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LINQ4U

Are you a DIY kind of retailer who only needs help getting
started, learning how to create new SKUs, how to set up a
special catalog, how to create and enable product flags,
and more basics? Or are you more hands-off, needing more
support from our team who works in our LINQ platform
day in and day out? Whatever your needs are, our group
of professionals are trained and ready to help you succeed.
Here is a list of our offerings.

Product Packages
SERVICES

WEBSITE LEVELS

$500

$400

$1,000

ONE-TIME

MONTHLY

MONTHLY

5 Hrs

2 Calls/Month

Weekly Calls

Up To 30 Days

Up To 72 Hrs

Up To 24 Hrs

One-Time Set Up

On-Going

On-Going

Create New or Duplicate SKUs

2 New & 5 Dups

5 New & 10 Dups

50 new & 75 Dups

Product Ranking (Sort Weight)

Top 50 SKUs

100 SKUs

250 SKUs

1 Catalog/20 SKUs

2 Catalogs/50 SKUs

5 Catalogs/150 SKUs

Flag Management

5 SKUs & 2 Rules

20 SKUs & 5 Rules

50 SKUs & 10 Rules

Price Rules Set Up

5 Rules

5 Rules

15 Rules

Warranty Set Up

20 SKUs

All SKUs

All SKUs

Enable/Disable
Catalog Management

50

100

1,000

Add Ons & Accessories

5 SKUs & 3 Rules

20 SKUs & 5 Rules

40 SKUs & 10 Rules

Packages & Bundles

-

5 Bundles

10 Bundles

Custom Related Products

-

-

40 SKUs & 10 Rules

Product Import Management

--

2 Imports

6 imports

Inventory Flags

-

-

Weekly

Coupon Codes

--

1 Code

Unlimited

Advanced Packages & Bundles

--

-

10 Bundles

Competitive Review
Management

--

-

Weekly

180

360

Account Management
Turn Around Time
Floor Products

Special Catalog Set Up
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COMMERCE
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